Ford focus 04

The Ford Focus first generation is a compact car that was manufactured by Ford in Europe from
and by Ford in North America from Ford began sales of the Focus to Europe in July and in
North America during for the model year. Manufacturing in Argentina continued until , and it
was still on sale in Brazil until In Asia and Australasia, it replaced the Ford Laser. Codenamed C
during its development, the original Focus took its eventual name from a Ghia concept car
which was shown at the Geneva Motor Show in Certain elements of the design had been seen
even earlier in prototypes used by Ford to demonstrate forthcoming safety features, such as the
eye-level rear lighting clusters. As a continuation of Ford's New Edge styling philosophy, first
seen in the Ford Ka in , and Ford Cougar in , the Focus's styling was often described as
polarising. The decision to name the new car the Ford Focus was made in early , as Ford had
been planning to keep the "Escort" nameplate for its new generation of small family cars. A last
minute problem arose in July when a Cologne court, responding to a case brought by the
publishers Burda , ordered Ford to avoid the name "Focus" for the German market cars since
the name was already taken by the publisher's Focus magazine. The Focus' styling, often noted
as polarizing, [3] [4] [5] [6] was marketed by Ford as New Edge design. Healey, writing for USA
Today , called the styling a "collision of curves and lines. Engineers for the Focus, including
Richard Parry-Jones , developed a class-leading, [10] space-saving independent multi-link rear
suspension , marketed as Control Blade suspension, combining the packaging of a trailing arm
, with the geometry of a double wishbone suspension. The system was developed from that
used in the CDW27 Ford Mondeo estate, but with various modifications to make it simpler and
cheaper to build and therefore economically viable on a mass-market vehicle. Where many
competitors in the compact class, or small family car European class, used the less expensive
semi-independent twist-beam rear suspension , Control Blade offered enhanced
elasto-kinematic performance, i. The long rear lateral arm controls toe, a pair of shorter front
lateral arms, vertically above each other, control the camber, and the Control Blade reacts to
brake and traction loads. The impression is of having plenty of wheel travel for gobbling the
larger stuff and big-car, full-frame isolation when encountering expansion joints and smaller
road imperfections. Following the introduction of the Control Blade suspension and its
popularization by the Focus, other manufacturers e. Focus engineers developed a new interior
packaging for the car's class, with a computer-modeled interior, long wheelbase, tall doors,
raised roofline, increased passenger and cargo volume, raised rear seating and raised H-point
front seating providing higher sight lines and increased rear footroom. Historically, the
Saarlouis , Valencia , and Halewood plants had produced the Escort, however the Focus was
only produced at Saarlouis and Valencia since Halewood was to be switched over to production
of the Jaguar X-Type. However the sixth and final generation of the Escort remained in
production in Halewood until as a budget alternative to the Focus, and the van versions
continued until until its replacement by the Focus-based Ford Transit Connect. A new flexfuel
engine was introduced, based on the European Zetec 1. This could use both gasoline and
bioethanol , but was only available on the Swedish market. This version is still available in some
countries despite the advent of an all-new Mk 2 Focus. As well as these, the Mark I Focus
spawned various special edition trim levels, including:. On and models in the US and Canada,
the second generation Focus received a body-configuration badging e. Targeting Generation X
and Generation Y in the Focus marketing campaign at its North American introduction, Ford
created a now defunct youth-destination website Another of the films was titled "The Kiss. The
film depicted the efforts of a young man to save his tropical fish. All three films were available
for viewing at a now defunct web site, Marketing packages At introduction, Ford offered five
specialized packages for the Focus targeting the youth market [38] marketed as Tailored For
You kits, allowing buyers to customize their car's interior:. Kona: the Kona Mountain Bike
Edition May , examples , featuring an "Out of Bounds" Kona bike, bolt-on bike rack, nylon
washable seat covers, unique colors Dirt Metallic and Rainforest Green, unique side moldings
with molded-in Kona Moto logo and bike tire treads; inch six-spoke machined aluminum wheels
and heavy-duty black rubber floor mats, also with Kona Moto logo and bike tire treads. Street:
the Street Edition September with European suspension, black trim, inch polished aluminum
wheels, a 6-disc CD changer, leather-wrapped steering wheel. The models used same springs,
dampers and anti-roll bars found in the European Focus. Interior details included sport bucket
seats with diamond, silver-masked instrument cluster, radio bezel, door accents and a silver
shift knob. S2: The Focus S2 , available only in the three-door ZX3 model, featured
European-tuned suspension, grey body trim with unique front spoiler and rocker panels,
color-keyed bodyside moldings and S2 badging, rear spoiler, six-spoke inch aluminum wheels
and chrome exhaust tip, six-disc in-dash CD changer, sport bucket seats with
diamond-patterned inserts, and exterior colors including CD silver, Sangria Red and a Focus
Liquid Grey. Several American companies offer genuine Ford parts to modify North American

built Focuses to full or partial European standards. The last of the Mark 1 Focus produced in
Argentina Version featured either a 1. Assembly of the Mark 2 Focus started in for the model.
However, in Brazil , Ford do Brasil offered this until , in 1. Gasoline engines available were the
well-proven 1. The ST and RS performance models used modified versions of the 2. Originally,
the only diesel engine available was the Endura TDDI a development of the old Deutz -designed
motor which Ford had been using since the s. The SVT also featured a reworked version of the
2. Developed in concert with Cosworth, this engine featured a special aluminum cylinder head
with enlarged intake ports, high compression pistons and forged connecting rods, piston oil
squirters, solenoid operated variable camshaft timing on the intake cam, dual stage intake
manifold, and a tubular exhaust header. These additions, coupled with an increased Getrag
provided a six-speed manual transmission shared with the Mini Cooper S. This transmission
was a twin layshaft design and included a dual mass flywheel to eliminate vibration and
transmission noise. Other changes to complete the package included sharper steering through
an increased boost ratio in the steering rack, larger disc brakes on all four corners, and
stiffened suspension with a slightly larger rear anti-roll bar. Interior features included leather
seats, steering wheel, shift knob, and boot as well as emergency-brake handle and boot. In the
SVT was offered in the five-door body style and an all new European Appearance Package for
three-doors only. It included all available options plus full leather Recaro seats and
fifteen-spoke dark argent colored wheels. The exterior was available in two new colors,
Screamin' Yellow and Competition Orange. The only option the five-door did not include were
the sideskirts. In , its final year of production, the Euro package was available in the five-door
model as well. Also the five-spoke wheels were no longer available and a 6 spoke design was
the replacement. Though power was lower than the SVT, acceleration was only slightly lower
due to a higher differential ratio. The ST used dampers and stabilizer bars similar to those of the
SVT, but significantly softer springs. For the and ST's the suspension geometry was changed to
provide a softer ride. The Focus ST name did return in in an all new model. The Black Oak
engine management system. The engine was sourced from the Ford of Mexico Chihuahua plant.
Production was limited to units only. The RS was offered all over Europe, but were sold in the
United Kingdom, by far its largest market. Using a turbocharged version of the 2. It would
generate a steady 0. It would also allow 1. Mechanically, most notably, the car incorporated a
Quaife automatic torque biasing differential to improve traction from the front-wheel drive
setup. Wheels were 18" alloys specially developed by OZ Racing. The engine was heavily
modified with forged aluminium pistons, hardened valve seats, sodium -filled exhaust valves,
stainless steel exhaust system. The forced induction system comprised a Garrett turbocharger
with a water-cooled charge air cooler and an electric water pump. To transmit the higher torque
an upgraded AP clutch was used. A green starter button starts the engine. The instruments
have a blue background and in place of the coolant temperature gauge, the RS was equipped
with a boost pressure indicator up to 1. The gear lever knob, handbrake lever, and pedals were
all custom made by Sparco. All-around performance was roughly equal or better to its other
competitors, including hatchbacks such as the Honda Civic Type-R and some four-wheel drive
cars in the same price field. Ford Motor Company made acquisition in of its longtime partner
Cosworth Racing and was exploring the return of the Cosworth badge on their production cars.
It was immediately on the pace, setting many fastest stage times, but the use of an illegal water
pump meant that the two cars were excluded from the event. The car, with most parts
redesigned from the ground up, featured a lighter body shell and a new aerodynamically
enhanced front bumper and wing. By , the car was no longer competitive and Ford had a
winless season. In Europe, the hatchback is the biggest selling bodystyle. Ford attempted to
market the saloon in Europe as a mini- executive car by only offering it in the Ghia trim level,
something that it had tried before with the Orion of the s. It has since given up on this strategy,
and has started selling lower specified versions of the saloon. Despite its radical styling the
hatchback version in particular , and some controversial safety recalls in North America, the car
has been a runaway success across the globe, even in the United States, where Ford has
traditionally failed to successfully sell its European models. This was the best-selling car in the
world in through The Focus, unlike the Escort, was never offered in a dedicated panel van body
style; however, a commercial Focus based on the 3-door hatch is available in Europe - most
commonly in Ireland. Ford therefore continued the Escort Van until the purpose-designed
Transit Connect was introduced in as its replacement. A convertible version was another
notable omission that was rectified with the Mk2 Coupe-Cabriolet. The European Focus, in ,
according to German reports and surveys, was claimed to be the most reliable car between one
and three years old in the German car market. Since its launch in , the first generation Focus
has won over 60 awards including 13 Car of the Year awards in both Europe and North America,
and more recently, the best family car ever Autocar UK Though the Focus received the R. By ,

the Focus received a Consumers Digest Best Buy Rating, [56] taking numerous factors into
consideration, including reliability and recall history as well as the Strategic Vision Total Quality
Award. The Focus placed on Car and Driver magazine's Ten Best list for five consecutive years
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Vehicle Listing Details. We are open and ready to serve you! Shop safely and conveniently from
the comfort of your home. Contact us today to schedule an at-home test drive! Local home
delivery is available! Impressively Different. This vehicle has been through our meticulous
reconditioning process and serviced by our Factory Certified Technicians. One great advantage
from purchasing your new vehicle from us is that we have 3 other locations you can choose
vehicles from. If you do not see exactly what you are looking for, call us and we will find it for
you. Odometer is miles below market average! Please call today Come see why we are the 1
Chevrolet dealership in the Midwest and 18 in the entire country. On top of that we have also
been awarded Dealer of the year the last 4 years. Proudly serving: St. While we make every
attempt to ensure pricing accuracy. Dealer not responsible for computer or human error, dealer
reserves the right to change prices due to human or computer error. Price does not include tax,
title, license, or administration fees. While we make every attempt to ensure pricing accuracy,
Dealer is not responsible for computer or human error and reserves the right to change prices if
such error occurs. It is equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is,
extended warranty is available. Post purchase, the vehicles go through a step by step
procedure in order to attain the finest quality. Our vehicles are sent for mechanical inspection

and repaired as needed. Majority of the vehicles passed the Virginia Safety Inspection before
they are offered for sale. When the vehicles come into our inventory they are detailed
thoroughly and prepared for demonstration. After the hard work put into our vehicles we finally
put them up for sale making sure our customers are fully satisfied. Service Contracts are issued
by a 3rd party which gives you the flexibility to take the vehicle to any certified mechanic shop
of your choice. You also have an option to upgrade the Service contract for up to but not limited
to 4 years. Different coverage options are also available, please consult with a sales
representative for additional information. Service contracts vary from 3 months to 4 year time
frame. Prices depend on the coverage you are looking to purchase. Service contracts are an
option to purchase at the time of sale, it may help to protect your future investment. Call us for
further details. Our listed prices of the vehicles are for cash transaction only. For financing
vehicles through our lenders the price is subject to change as they do not includes any finance
charges. Upon loan application submission, our JDM Auto team will work persistently towards
an approval. Call for Full Details. We will represent the vehicle to the best of our knowledge but
are not responsible for human error. Service contract is available for purchase at the time of
sale. Dealership is not responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. That is what makes us
the best place in michiana to buy your next pre owned car truck or SUV. Check out all of our
inventory at HeadersAuto. Mishawaka Indiana. Visit Headers Auto Sales online at headersauto.
This vehicle is sold in AS-IS condition, with no warranty or guarantee either expressed or
implied. You will pay all costs for any repairs. The dealer assumes no responsibility or liability
in connection with the sale of this vehicle. The vehicle identified is inoperable or
otherwisecannot be tested for emissions. After youfix it, then it can be tested. SE trim. You can
review vehicle comparisons online, research features, read expert reviews, get a quick quote,
compare prices, schedule a test drive, value your trade-in and find incentives and offers. Price
contains all applicable dealer incentives and non-limited factory rebates. You may qualify for
additional rebates; see dealer for details. Super clean, nice running gas saver!! Toyota Universe
is proud to offer this great Ford Focus in Gold. Trade must be present at time of transaction. We
have a state of the art facility that is ready to help you with your new or used Volkswagen
purchase, used cars, used trucks, used SUVs, and used vans wherever you live. Call us at or
visit our website at Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and
forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and
conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims
should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of
any virus, illness or disease. Call today or visit our website: Vehicle information is based off
standardequipment and may vary from vehicle to vehicle. Call or email forcomplete vehicle
specific information. Thisoffer is not redeemable for cash and may not be combined with any
otherdiscount or offer. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your
ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 3, Cylinders 4 cylinders 3
cylinders Fuel Economy. Electric Range mi mi. Electric Range. Vehicle Listing Details Recently
added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Price Drop. Check Availability.
New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Good things in small. I
bought this car in Mau with 91k on it. I never had any issues really. Changed plugs in 10
minutes, the alternator went out, but with miles was expected. The strut mounts are squeeking,
but not a safety issue. All around a decent car to have. I will have this car til it dies completely.
This is my first Ford and I was skeptical. Impressive small car and great. Sign Up. A majority of
all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

